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Agriculture in Mali 



Mali

•located in West Africa

•Area about 1240 000 km2

•2/3 of area Sahara desert

• population 13 millions



Agriculture is the backbone of malian 
economy: 40% of BIP

Food crops 21%

Livestock 10%

Cotton 6%

Fishing 4%

•Primary livelihood to over 80% of population



Climate change and desertification are causing 
degraded conditions for agricultural production, 
and represent a priority threat to food security 
and economic development in Mali

• Rising temperatures
• Decreased rainfall
• increased inter and intra-annual variation in

rainfall
-> Reduction in agricultural yields, difficulties to 

select right varieties to plant and deside when to 
plant, drying of small rivers -> reduced fishcatch,
decreased water and food for livestock in central 
parts of country
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Isohyetes in Mali Rainfall 1920 - 2001



Response to the changing situation:

By population:

•Migration to towns, abroad

•Extensive farming (clearing of forests)

•Increased transhumance to the south

•Additional income activities

•Use of new species and varieties more 
suitable for the new conditions



Response to the situation by government and 
other actors (some of which green, some not):

•Distribution of meteorological data to farmers

• les pluies provoquées (rainmaking)

•subsidising chemical fertilisers

•reforestation of about 100 000 ha in 2010



Change is happening already but not due to 
green restructuring. In fact, the green 
restructuring or green jobs are almost 
unknown terms in Mali



Perspectives
The big challenge to a country like Mali 
is the understanding that the change is 
here to stay and that there is a need for 
complete restructuring of economy to 

face the change



•How to (re)train the 
technicians and farmers

•how to reorient the millions of 
youth in rural area to stay 
there

•how to reorganise the 
economy



Actors

•Government (policy makers)

•Donors

•enterprises

•financial institutions

•NGOs



Anicié – Merci -
Thank you!


